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Scott: I have recently learned that the flash pattern we evaluated actually is two
slow followed by four rapid flashes. Carl Morse has looked on a scope and the
following is what has been determined: Each side of the LED flasher illuminated in a
wig-wag sequence (left and then right).  The left LED flashed two times in a slow
volley each time it was energized (124 ms on and 76 ms off per flash) followed by
the right LED, which flashed four times in a rapid volley when energized (25 ms on
and 25 ms off per flash) and then a longer 200 ms flash. The total cycle length is
800 ms. The e-mail below from Rick Jones states that the units submitted to FDOT
for testing had the same flash pattern as those evaluated in our research.
I have attached the scope tracing, and slow motion video of the flash pattern. Even
in slow motion it appears like two slow flashes followed by three fast flashes but the
eyes is deceived. This flash pattern is likely an SAE standard. Carl noted another
LED flasher manufacture used the same pattern on flashers made for a different
application. Since the 2/4 pattern is what we evaluated, and is what is
manufactured, it is my recommendation that the standard be changed to reflect this.
Thanks, Ron

From: "Richard D. Jones" <rdjones@stopexperts.com>
Date: July 15, 2010 12:52:27 PM EDT
To: ron.vanhouten@wmich.edu
Cc: Kristine@stopexperts.com
Subject: Flashing Patten
Good afternoon Ron. In regards to our telephone conversation, here is what I now know to be
factual. The large LED's on my Enhancer units are manufactured by Whelen Engineering, Co.
What every human eye that I have spoken with see's when the system starts its wig-wag
flashing sequence, is a slow 2 type flash and a fast 3 type flash sequence - the fast 3 is actually a
fast 4. This was identified by FDOT's Carl Morris on a scope.
Whelen and I really never spoke to much about the flash rate - because it clearly looks like a 3
flash, as the 2 looks like a 2 flash, why would I ask them is this a 2 flash and 3 flash? Anyway,
with me having Systems across the country, I'm very concerned due to the language in the
Interim Approval clearly states a "3 flash" (which is what I've been telling everybody since day
one) - can the language be modified simply to state "...a slow 2 flash and then a fast 3 to 4
flash".
With this discovery, the engineers over at Whelen have confirmed that this flash pattern that
I've using for 5 years, was created in the early mid 90's, and has never changed. What you and
others studied, was in reality a fast 4 flash. The packaging on these LED's (model number TIR
500 Series), show a setting for a "double flash", (the slow 2 flash) the (what I thought was a fast
3 has always been marked) as "signal alert" flashing sequence, which again is what I thought
was a fast 3.
If there is anything else that I can do to help clear this up, please let me know.
Thanks Ron. -rj

